ABOUT CRUX LX
Crux LX is a power-efficient and
modular unified communication
platform meeting needs of
consumers and businesses
through a single device, without
requiring cables and instruments,
at a fraction of a cost that
customers currently pay for dated
and fragmented technology.
New users, applications and
services can be easily added to
this platform. The scalable and
modular design provides valuable
investment protection. Crux LX is
also positioned uniquely as an
efficient mobile router and IP-PBX
platform while on the move, as
it can also run on a battery bank.
In addition, Crux LX serves as an
open platform that supports thirdparty applications that use LAMP,
node.js and MQTT stack, which is
natively supported, making it not
only a perfect fit for unified
communication needs but also a
suitable base for application
integration.

To learn more about Crux LX or to get in
touch with us

facebook.com/wearecruxlabs

CONTACT US

2659 Northwoods Ln, Port
Washington, WI, 53074
+118 6758 3459 90
+119 twitter.com/WeAreCruxLabs
4536 8890 20
inquire@stenfordoffices.com
www.stenford.com

info@crux-labs.com

CONTACT DETAILS
10 Anson Road
22-02 International Plaza
Singapore - 079903

+65 6401 3357
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www.crux-labs.com

CRUX LX
Smart Router
Platform for Unified
Communication

"As wireless technologies are catching up

SALIENT FEATURES
Configure as WiFi AP or as Wired
or Wireless Client in your LAN
802.11n WiFi Access Point with
WPA/WPA2 security
Do-It-Yourself (DIY) interfaces
that are easy to navigate
Supports GSM, SIP, Skype for
Business, Google Voice trunks
Interconnect branch offices
reducing call charges
Up to 250 SIP / IAX
(users/lines/extensions)
Up to 20 concurrent calls (with
audio codec G.729)
Customizable Interactive Voice
Response (IVR) Menu
Calling Functions Supported: Call
Waiting, Call Transfer, Call
Parking, Follow Me, DND, Call
Recording, Voicemail, etc.
Support for Public and Private
Audio Conferences
Easy to use Graphical User
Interface for Admins & Users
Complete Call Detail Records
(CDR) & Call Recordings

in every walk of life, with everyone
carrying a mobile device, Crux Labs has

WHY CHOOSE CRUX LX?

demonstrated a cost effective solution

COST EFFICIENT

which makes it easy for SMB's to setup a
communication system without any
infrastructure and people costs."

Ramesh Datla

Managing Director

"what impressed us was the ease and
simplicity of this comprehensive all in one
device. It brought to the fore the need for a

Low cost of acquisition
Cost per user as low as $4
No recurring costs
Cost saving features
Payback in less than 6 months

EASY TO IMPLEMENT
All-in-one device - Router & IP-PBX
No cabling needed
Requires no instruments
Just use your Smart Phones
Scalable & Modular
Box-to-Business < 1 min
Local management portal

solution which was do-it-yourself, did not
require any additional infrastructure or
cabling for it's setup and is cost efficient"

Samuel Hall

Program Director

EXTREME COLLABORATION
Conference Bridge
Interconnect Branches
IVR & Auto Attendant
Soft-phones
Presence State
Voicemail
Ring Groups

